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PART X
THERAPEUTIC RADIATION MACHINES

Sec. X.l - Purpose and Scope.
a.

This Part establishes requirements, for which the registrant is responsible, for use of
therapeutic radiation machines. The provisions of this Part are in addition to, and not in
substitution for, other applicable provisions of these regulations.

b.

The use of therapeutic radiation machines shall be by, or under the supervision of,;a licensed
practitioner of the healing arts who meets the training/experience criteria established by X.3c.

Sec. X.2

-

Definitions. As used in this Part, the following definitions apply:

"Absorbed dose (D)" means the mean energy imparted by ionizing radiation to matter. Absorbed
dose is determined as the quotient of dE by dM, where dE is the mean energy imparted by ionizing
radiation to matter of mass dM. The SI unit of absorbed dose is joule per kilogram and the special
name of the unit of absorbed dose is the gray (Gy). The previously used special unit of abso6rbed
dose (rad) is being replaced by the gray.
"Absorbed dose rate" means absorbed dose per unit time, for machines with timers, or dose monitor
unit per unit time for linear accelerators.
"Accessible surface" means surface of equipment or. of an--equipment part that can be easily or
accidentally touched by persons without the use of a tool.
"Added filtration" means any filtration which is in addition to the inherent filtration.
"Air kerma (K)" means the kinetic energy released in air by ionizing radiation. Kerma is determined
as the quotient of dE by dM, where dE is the sum of the initial kinetic energies of all the charged
ionizing particles liberated by uncharged ionizing particles in air 'of mass dM.' The SI unit of air
kerma is joule per kilogram and the special name for the unit of kerma is the gray (Gy).
"Barrier" see "Protective barrier".
"Beam axis" means the axis of rotation of the beam limiting device.
"Beam-limiting device" means a field defining collimator, 'integral to the therapeutic radiation

machine, which provides a means to restrict the dimensions of the useful beam.
"Beam monitoring system" means a system designed and installed in the radiation head to detect and
measure the radiation present in the useful beam.
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"Beam scattering foil" means a thin piece of material (usually metallic) placed in the beam to scatter
a beam of electrons in order to provide a more uniform electron distribution in the useful beam.
"Bent beam linear accelerator" means a linear accelerator geometry in which the accelerated electron
beam must change direction by passing through a bending magnet.
"Changeable filters" means any filter, exclusive of inherent filtration, which can be removed from
the useful beam through any electronic, mechanical, or physical process.
:~~
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"Contact therapy system" means a therapeutic radiation machine with a short target to skin distance
(TSD), usually less than 5 centimeters.
"Detector" (See "Radiation detector").
"Dose monitor unit (DMU)" means a unit response from the beam monitoring system from which the
absorbed dose can be calculated.

-

.

-

.

*.

"External beam radiation therapy" means therapeutic irradiation in which the source of radiation is at
a distance from the body.
"Field-flattening filter" means a filter used to homogenize the absorbed dose rate over the radiation
field.

"Filter" means material placed in the useful beam to change beam quality in therapeutic radiation
machines subject to Subpart X.6.
.;

;.

,
.

.

-

,
.

.

"Gantry" means that part of a radiation therapy system supporting and allowing movements of the
radiation head about a center of rotation.
-"Gray (Gy)' means the SI unit; of absorbed dose, kerma, and specific energy imparted equal to 1
joule per kilogram. The previous, unit of absorbed dose (rad) is -being replaced by the gray. [1
Gy=100 rad].
"Half-value layer (HVL)' means the thickness of a specified material which attenuates X-radiation or
gamma. radiation to an extent such that the air kerma rate, exposure rate or absorbed dose rate is
reduced to one-half of the value measured without the material at the same point.
"Interlock", means a device preyenting the start or continued operation of equipment unless certain
predetermined conditions prevail.

.

-

"Interruption of. irradiation" means. the. stopping of irradiation with, the possibility of continuing
irradiation without resetting of operating conditions at the control panel.
"Irradiation" means the exposure of a living being or matter to ionizing radiation.
"Isocenter" means the center of the sphere through which the useful beam axis passes while the
gantry moves through its full range of motions.
X2
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"Kilovolt (kV) [kilo electron volt (keV)]" means the-energy equal to that acquired by a particle with
one electron charge in passing through a potential difference of one thousand volts in a vacuum.
[Note: current convention is to use kV for photons and keV for electrons.]
"Lead equivalent" means the thickness of the-material in question affording the same attenuation,,
under specified conditions,'as lead.
:
"Leakage radiation" means radiation emanating from the radiation therapy system except for the
useful beam.

: ..

:

"Light field" means the area illuminated by light, simulating the radiation field.
"mA" means milliampere.
"Megavolt (MV) [mega electron volt (MeV)]" means the energy equal-to that'acquied bya particle
with one electron charge in passing through a potential difference of one million volts in a vacuum.
[Note: current convention is to use MV for photons and MeV'for electrons.]
!Misadministration" meansan event that meets the criteriainXSk
"Monitor unit (MU)" (See "Dose monitor unit").
"Moving beam radiation therapy" means radiation therapy with any planned displacement of
radiation field or patient relatives to each other, or 'with any planned change of absorbed dose
distribution. It includes arc, skip, conformal, intensity modulation and rotational therapy.
: *
. .:
. , - ' ;.
"Nominal treatment distance" means:
.
.
- a.

For electron irradiation, the distance from the sattering foil, virtual source, or exit
.::window of the electron beam to the entrance surface of the irradiated object along the
central axis of the useful beam.
-

b.

For XM-ray irradiation, the virtual source or target 'to isocenter distance alorigIthe
central axis of the useful beam..: For non-isocentric equipment, this distance shall be
that specified by the manufacturer.
;
;- :

"Patient" means an individual subjecfed to machine produced external beam' radiation for the
purposes of medical therapy.
"Peak tube potential" means the maximum value of the potential difference across the XMuray tube'
during an exposure.
..
,
..
..
"Periodic quality assurance check" means a procedure which is performed to ensure thai a previous
calibration continues to be valid.

X3
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"Phantom" means an object behaving in essentially the same manner as tissue, with respect to
absorption or scattering of the ionizing radiation in question.
"Practical range of electrons" corresponds to classical electron range where the only remaining
contribution to dose is from bremsstrahlung -X-rays. A further explanation may be, found in
"Clinical Electron Beam Dosimetry:, Report of AAPM Radiation Therapy Committee Task Group
25" rMedical Physics 18(1): 73-109, Jan/Feb. 1991] and ICRU Report. 35, 1"Radiation Dosimetry:
Electron Beams with Energies Between I and 50 MeV", International Commission on Radiation
Units and Measurements, September 15, 1984.
"Prescribed dose" means thAotal dose and dose pe acion as documented in the writteldrcctiv
f
a
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"Primary dose monitoring system" means a system which will monitor the useful beam during
irradiation and which will terminate irradiation when a pre-selected number of dose monitor; units,
.
.*i
. .
have been delivered.
.,

"Primary protective barrier" see "Protective barrier".
"Protective barrier" means a barrier of radiation absorbing material(s) used to reduce radiation
exposure. The types of protective barriers are as follows;
a.

"Primary protective barrier" means the material, excluding filters, placed in the useful
beama

b.

"Secondary protective barrier" means the material.which, attenuates stray radiation..

"Radiation detector" means a device which, in the presence of radiation provides, by either direct or
indirect means, a signal or other indication suitable for use in measuring one or, more quantities of
incident radiation.
"Radiation field" see "Useful beam".

;

"Radiation head" means the structure from which the useful beam emerges.
"Radiation Therapy Physicist" means an individual qualified in accordance with X.3d.
*1; !
.
...................................
.''
..
"Rditinr.p
ys' c.s
"Redundant beam monitoring system" means a combination of two dose monitoring systems in
which, each system is designed to terminate irradiation in accordance with a.pre-selected number of
dose monitor units.

.

;.

"Scattered radiation" means ionizing radiation emitted. by interaction of ionizing radiation.with
matter, the interaction being accompanied by a change in direction of the radiation. Scattered
primary radiation means that scattered radiation which has been deviated in direction only by
materials irradiated by the useful beam.
X4
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"Secondary dose monitoring system" means a system whibh will terminate irradiation in the event of
failure of the primary dose monitoring system.
"Secondary protective barrier" see "Protective barrier".
"Shadow' tray" means a device attached -to the radiation' head to support iauxiliary beam blocking material.

-

"Shutter" means a device attached to the tube housing assembly which can totally intercept the useful
beam and which has a lead equivalency not less than that of the tube housing assemnbly..'
"Sievert (Sv)" 'means the St unit of dose equivalent. The unit of dose equivalent is the joule per
kilogram. The previous unit of dose equivaleiit (rem) is being replaced'by the sievert. [1 Sv=I00
rem].

"Simulator (radiation therapy simulation system)" meins any X ray system intended for localizing
the volume to be exposed during radiation therapy and reproducing the position and size 6f the
therapeutic irradiation field.
-

''

v!'

t

.

"Source"l means the region and/or material~from which the radiation emanates.
"Source-skin distance (SSD)" see "Target-skin distance".

;

"Statiodnary bea'm radiation therapy, means radiationi therapy ivthout'disliacement of one or more
mechanical axes relative to the patient during irradiation.
"Stray radiation" means the sum of leakage and scattered radiation.

:

"Taiget" means that 'part of an Xx-ray tube or accelerator onto which a beam of accelerated particles
'
,,
is dir&ted't6 produce ionizing radiation o other particles.
.

"Target-skin distance (TSD)" means the distance measured along the beam axis from the center of
the front surface of the XM-ray target and/or electron virtual source ib' the' suface of the irradiated
object or patient.

"Tenth-value layer (TVL)" means the thickness of a specified material which attenuates X-radiation
or gamma radiation t6an extent such that the 'air kerma rate, exposure rate;%br abgirbed dose rate is
reduced to one-tenth of the value measured without the material at the same point.
"Teiiiination of irradiation" meanis the stoppirg of irradiation in a fashion which will not permit
continuance of irradiation without the resetting of operating conditions at the control panel.
"Therapeutic radiation machine" means XF-ray or electrori-producing equipment designed and used
for extfrnal beam radiation therapy.

.;

-. '

"Tube" means an XK-ray tube, unless otherwise specified.
s5
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"Tube housing assembly" means the tube housing with tube installed. It includes high-voltage and/or
filament transformers and other appropriate elements when such are contained within the tube
housing.
"Useful beam" means the radiation emanating from the tube housing port or the radiation head and
passing through the aperture of the beam limiting device when the exposure controls are in a mode to
cause the therapeutic radiation machine to produce radiation.
"Virtual source" means a point from which radiation appears to originate.
"Wedge filter" means a filter which effects continuous change in transmission over all or a part of
the useful beam.
g
"Written
tevtjyeansan ord in w
or human research subLectas spedfwd in i(5a.

he aministration of radiation to a siecificjtknt

"X-ray tube" means any electron tube which is designed to be used primarily for the production of
XM-rays.
Sec. X.3 - General Administrative Requirements for Facilities Using Therapeutic Radiation
Machines.
a.

Administrative Controls. The registrant shall be responsible for directing the operation of the
therapeutic radiation machines that have been registered with the Agency. The registrant or
the registrant's agent shall ensure that the requirements of Part X are met in the operation of
the therapeutic radiation machine(s).

b.

A therapeutic radiation machine that does not meet the provisions of these regulations shall
not be used for irradiation of patients.

[c.

Training for External Beam Radiation Therapy Authorized Users. The registrant for any
therapeutic radiation machine subject to X.6 or X.7 shall require the authorized user to be a
physician who:
i.

Is certified in:

(1)

Radiology or therapeutic radiology by the American Board of Radiology, or

(2)

Radiation oncology by the American Osteopathic Board of Radiology; or

(3)

Radiology, with specialization in radiotherapy, as a British "Fellow of the
Faculty of Radiology" or "Fellow of the Royal College of Radiology"; or

(4)

Therapeutic radiology by the Canadian Royal College of Physicians and
Surgeons; or
X6
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ii.

Is in the active practice of therapeutic radiology, and has completed 200 hours of
instruction in basic radiation techniques applicable to the use of an external beam
radiation therapy unit, 500 hours of supervised work experience, and a minimum of 3
years of supervised clinical experience.
(1)

To satisfy the requirement for instruction, the classroom and laboratory
training shall include:
(a)

Radiation physics and instrumentation;

(b).

Radiation protection;

(c)

Mathematics pertaining to the use and measurement of ionization
. radiation; and

(d)
(2)

(3)

Radiation biology.

To satisfy. the requirement for supervised work experience, training shall be
under the. supervision of an authorized user and shall iTiide':
.
(a)

Review of the, full calibration. measurements, and periodic quality
assurance checks;

(b)

Evaluation of prepared treatment plans and calculation of treatment
times/patient treatment settings; .

(c)

Using administrative controls to prevent misadministrations;

(d)

Implementing emergency procedures to be. followed in the event of the
abnormal operation of an external beam radiation therapy unit or
console; and

(e)

Checking and using radiation survey meters.

To satisfy the requirement for a period of supervised clinical experience,
training shall include 1 year in a formal training program approved by the
Residency Review Committee for Radiology of the Accreditation Council for
Graduate Medical Education or the Committee on Postdoctoral Training of the
American Osteopathic Association and an additional 2 years of clinical
experience in therapeutic, radiology under the supervision of an authorized
user. The supervised clinical experience shall include:
(a)

Examining individuals and reviewing their case histories to determine
their suitability for external beam radiation therapy treatment, and any
limitations/contraindications;.

(b)

Selecting proper dose and how it is to be administered;
X7
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(c)

Calculating - the- external' beam ' iradiation therapy doses and
collaborating with the authorized user in'thle review of patients'
progress and consideration of the need to modify originally prescribed
doses and/or treatment plans as warranted by patients' reaction to
radiation; and

(d)

Post-administration follow-up and review of case histories.

iii. -- Notwithstanding the requirements of X.3c.i. and, X.3c.ii., the registrant for any
therapeutic radiation machine subject to X.6 m`a~y also submit the training of the
prospective authorized user physician for Agency review on a case-by-case basis.
iv.

A physician shall not act as an authorized usefoi'any4 therapeutic radiation machine
until'such time as said physician's training has beerf reviewed andi approved by the
i '
Agency.]'

[d.

Trainifig :f6r RiEdiation Th'erap' Pj'ysicist.'"Thie 'registra'ht'fbr aniy therapeutic radiation
machine siibje&'t'i X.6'or`X.7 'shall'require'tli&Radiati6n Therapy Physicist to:
Be' re-istdie ffkith the Agencyund5 th&'rovisiois 'of Part B of these regulations, as
a provider of radiation 'services in the area'o'f 'calibration and compliance surveys of
external beam radiation therapy units; and
ii.

Be certified by the Armerican Bioardof'Radiology' inf'.''.;
(1)

iii.'
iv"'

'Therapeutic

radiological physics; or

(2)

Roe'nten-ray'ahd ga mima-ray physics; or

(3)

X-ray and radium'physics, or

(4)

Radiolb `ital physics; or'-

'

-

-

'

Be certified by the Arierican Boird"lof Medical Physics in 'Radiation Oncology
',
'o'
"
'Physics;6r
'Be certified by the&Canadian Collegi6f Medical'Phy§icso

'

- ''iv.'Hold a master's or doctor's'deg'ree in'physics, biophysi ',"r'diological physics, or
health physics, "and have cbnipletedd 1' year of full time training in therapeutic
radiological physics and also 1 year of full time work experience under' the
supervision of a Radiation Therapy Physicisti.at ja'medical 'institution. 'To meet this
'
requirc'iiint, the individual'shall have performed the tasks listed in X.4a., X.6pIX.7t.,
and X.6q./X.7u. under the supervision of ua Radiation Therapy Physicist during the
year of work experience.
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Notwithstanding the provisions of X.3d.v., certification pursuant X.3d.ii., X.3d.iii.,
and/or X.3d.iv. shall be required on or before December 31, 1999, for all persons
currently qualifying as a Radiation Therapy Physicist pursuant to X.3d.v.]-

Qualifications of Operators.
i.

Individuals who will be operating a therapeutic radiation machine for medical use
shall be American .Registry of Radiologic Technologists (ARRT) Registered
Radiation Therapy Technologists. Individuals who are not ARRT Registered
Radiation Therapy Technologists shall submit evidence that they have satisfactorily
;completed a' radiation therapy techihologist training program that complies with the
requirements of the Joint Review Committee on Education in Radiologic
Technology.1 '

ii.

f

.

The names and training of all personnel currently operating a therapeutic radiation
machine shall be kept on file at the facility. Information pn former operators shall be
retained for.ea period of at least 2 years beyond the last date they were authorized to
operate a therapeutic radiation machine at that facility.]
,

Written safety procedures and rules shall be developed by a Radiation Therapy Physicist and
shall be available in, the control area of a therapeutic radiation machine,,including any
restrictions required for. the safe operation of the particular therapeutic radiation machine.
The operator shall be able to demonstrate familiarity with these rules.

g.

Individuals shall not be exposed to the useful beam except for medical therapy purposes and
unless such exposure has been ordered in writing by a licensed practitioner of the healing arts
who is specifically, identified on the-Certificate of Registration. This provision specifically
prohibits deliberate exposure of an. individual for training, demonstration or other
*non-healing-arts purposes.

h. '

Visiting Authorized User. Notwithstanding the provisions,-pfX.3g., a registrant may permit
any physician to act as'a visiting authorized user under the term of.the registrant's Certificate
of Registration for up to 60 days per calendar year under the following conditions:
i.

The visiting authorized user has the prior written permission of the* registrant's
management and, if the use occurs on behalf of an institution, the institution's
Radiation Safety Committee; and

ii.

The visiting, authorized user meets the requirements established for authorized user(s)
in X.3c.i. pnd X.3c.ii.; and

'Essentials and Guidelines of an Accredited EducationalProgramfor the Radiation Therapy Technologist' Joint
Review Committee on Education in Radiologic Technology, 1988.
-/
Statutory ladgluagemay be requiredto implement these sections of the regulation.

X9
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The registrant maintains copies of all records specified by X:3h. for 5 years from the
date of the last visit.'

iii.

All individuals associated with the operation of a' therapeutic aidiati6n'machine shall be
instructed in and shall comply with the provisions 'of the registrant's quality management
program. In addition to the requirements of Part X, these individuals are also subject to the
requirements 'ofParts D.201,:D..205 'and D.502'ofth''seregulations.

i.

j.

1p

'

Information and Maintenance Rec6rd' andi Associated' Inf6rmiati6n. The registrant shall
maintain the'following information in'a separate fileor pack-age for'e ch therapeutic radiation
machine, for inspection by the Agency: "'
Report of acceptance testing;

i.
2

ii.

periodic&quality assurance checks of the
Record§ 'of a11 suive's, calibratioh's, dand
therapeutic radiation machine required by'Part X, as Will asathe name(s) of person(s)
who performed such activities, ' '
.

ii.

'

iv.
'

Signature of person authorizing the return of therapeutic radiation machine to clinical
" -' ': ' -.'i
t';:
use after service, repair, or upgrade.
*

4

....

k.

Redoidsc6frnainte'nance and/or'imiodifiltions:perforfeiied:oiithetherrapeutic radiation
niadhin&after [INSERT EFFECTIVE DATE OF THESE REGULATIONS], as well
'
i's the
of person(s) who erformed such services;
'amn(s)

-

..-,,*..;A
,i-

-.

Records, Retention. All records required by Part 'X shall be retain'ed:iintil disposal is
auth6rized by the Agency unless another ietention period 'is specifically' authorized in'Part X.
All required records shall be retained in an active file from' at' l6as'the time of generation
until the next Agency inspection. Any required record generated prior to the last Agency
inspection 'miay'be microfilnied 6r' otherwise6 archived as long as:a'complete copy of said
-iecord'can be retrieved uintil such tim'as'the Agency auth'orizesfinal dispbsal."

Sec. X.4 -General
a.

.

Technical Requirements for Facilities Using Therapeutic Radiation Machines.

Protection Surves;

*

'

.
:

4,-.'

'

'

'

registrant shall ensure that radiation protection surveys of all new facilities, and
i. 'The
existing facilities not previously surveyed "are p'erformnd with`'an operable radiation
measurement' survey instrument calibrated in: accordance With' :X8. The radiation
protection'survey shall be performed by, 'or under the direction'of, ;a Radiation
Therapy Physicist or a qualified expert -and shall verify that,' with the therapeutic
radiation'machine in'a "BEAM'ON" :cojdition,'with the'largest clinically available
treatment field and with a scattering phantom in the useful beam of radiation:
(1)

Radiation levels in restricted'areas are not likely to cause personnel exposures
in excess of the limits specified in Part D.201 a. of these regulations.; and
X10
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(2)
ii.

ZQ

Radiation levels in unrestricted areas do not exceed the limits specified in
Parts D.301a. and D.301b of these regulations.

In addition to the requirements of X.4ai., a radiation protection survey shall also be
performed prior to any subsequent medical use and:
(1)

After making any change in the treatment room shielding;

(2)

After making any change in the location of the therapeutic radiation machine
within the treatment room;

(3)

After relocating the therapeutic radiation machine; or

(4)

Before using the therapeutic. radiation machine in a manner that could result in
increased radiation levels. in areas outside the external

.

beam

radiation therapy

treatment room..

b.

-

iii.

The survey record shall indicate all instances where the facility, in the opinion of the
Radiation Therapy Physicist or a qualifled expert, is in violation of applicable
regulations. The survey record shall also include: the date of the measurements; the
reason the survey is required; the manufacturer's name; model number and serial
number of the therapeutic radiation machine; the instrument(s) used to measure
radiation levels; a plan of the areas surrounding the treatment room that were
surveyed; the measured dose rate at several, points in each area expressed in
microsieverts or millirems per hour; the calculated maximum level of radiation over a
period of 1 week for each restricted and unrestricted area; and the signature of the
individual responsible for conducting the survey;

iv.

If the results of the surveys required by X.4a.i. or X.4a.ii. indicate any radiation levels
in excess~of the respective limit specified in X.4a.i., the registrant shall lock the
control, in the;"OFF" position and not use the unit:
(I)

Except as may be necessary to repair, replace, or test the therapeutic radiation
machine, the therapeutic radiation machine shielding, or the treatment room
shielding; or

(2)

Until the registrant has received a specific exemption from the Agency.

Modification of-Radiation Therapy Unit or Room Before Beginning a Treatment Program. If
the survey required by X.4a. indicates that an individual in an unrestricted area may be
exposed to levels of radiation greater than those permitted by Parts D.301a. and D.301b.of
these regulations, before beginning the treatment program the registrant shall:
i.

Either equip the unit with beam direction interlocks or add additional radiation
shielding to ensure compliance with Parts D.301a. and D.301b. of these regulations;
Xli
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'Perform the survey required by X.4a. again; and
-

L

*...

.

iii.

Include in the report required by X.4d. the results of the initial survey, a description of
the modification made to comply with X.4b.i., 'and the'results of the second survey, or

iv.

Request and receive a registration am'endment under PaNt D.301c. of these regulations
that authorizes radiation levels in unrestricted areas greater'than those permitted by
Parts D;301a. and D.301b. ofthese regulations. '
*"

Dosimeti'v Equipnient.'

i.

''

-

.

''-"

'' ' ';

'

'

'-';

The registrant shall have a calibrated dosimetry system available for use. The system
shall have been calibrated by'the National'lnstitdte'foi" Stahdards'and Technology
(NIST) or by an American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) Accredited
'Do'simfietfy Calibiatior Laborato'ry'ADCL)
T ;'calibra1 on shall have been
'perfdrhe'd w"ithin the previous 24'months
i-ay:
yand
servicing that may have
affected system calibration. An Independent survey shall be''chiducted by a qualified
expert or radiation therapy physicist other that the person performing the original
ypriiito the equiprmentb'eitigused exceptas described inX4iiv.

'

't-(l):

"'F6? beam's' with 'energies'greater thare 1.vIV' (l MeV);the dosimetry system
'; '' :-' shall haVe been calibiat-ed'for Cobalt-60;' -.
'*

(2)

.

'For'beams with energies equal to or less th'an l MV (1 MeV),`the dosimetry
.system shall
A6alibfated
have been
at an eriergy (energy range) appropriate for
the iadiatiofi being measuired,'
'
'
,

ii.
.

'

*.

'.

'.:

,.';.';:.
,.

-

The registrant shall have 'available for use a dosimetry system: for quality assurance
check measurements. To meet this requirement, the system may be 'compared with a
system that'has been''calibiatd' ini'accordance with .4c.i.'-'This *comparison shall
have -bb iperforme&d Within' the'previois '12 months'aand after''each servicing that may
have affected system calibration."'The quality assura`nice 'check system may be the
same system used to''meet the requirement in X.4c.i.;

iii.'

"The;" registrant "shall ''maintain' "', record' 'of- each' dosimetry system calibration,

'.'':':

intercomparison, and comparison forthe duration'of the' license and/or registration.
For each calibration, intercomparison, or comparison, the record shall include: the
-'date; the'-model 'numbers' and serial fiuinbrs 'of the in'sftrbments that' were calibrated,
inter-compared,'6r compared as'required by X.4c.i. and X.4c.ii.; the correction factors
that were determined;'
names 'of the individuAls Who-'peforried thb 'calibration,

'

intercomparison, 'or comparison; 'and '- evidence that the' intercomhparisdn was

performed'by, or 'under 'the' diiect"su'peervision' aid in the physical 'presence of, a
Radiation Therapy Physicist:'' d. ' Reports of External'Beam Radiation Therapy'Surirveys and Measuremnents. The registrant for
any therapeutic radiation machine subject to X.6 or X.7 shall furnish a copy of the records
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required in X.4a. and X.4b. to the Agency within 30 days following completion of the action
that initiated the record requirement.
Sec. X.5 - Quality Management Progamu. The faicility shall implement a quality management
preggram. The facility may use the quality management programs found in either Appendix B or
Appendix C-.. acr
a ican
iect to X.6 or X.7 shall develop ientjand
aintain
a
at mana men r
m t
jvidehihonfidence that ra ation will-be
sr
adiiiniisumd a ie db lag
a.

Scope andApplability. The ualit manvemeprogramshall addre ssasamjnImuin
following p ic objectives
i

Writen
(1)

tei

ectives,
A written directive must be da
administratfiLof riation.

d

signed by an aufhorizeLuserprior to the

Ifbecauseofthe patjept's condition. a delay- in th erdrprovide a written
revisit an existing writen diectiveQw"uliejlar-dize the patient's health.
an oral revision to an existing jritten directive will be accentnbie rovi(ded
tha the oral revision is documented as
noiias ossible in writing in th
patient's rQDe
a revised written directive is signeibvarnmuhorize~duser
within 48 hours of the Qral revision
)The
--

written djr-etive must contain the patient or humaneearch subject's
name thqe eand ene
of theeamhe total dosedser fraction
tmatJLen tA

ii.

dh

er of fractions,

(3)

A writtenre sion to an existino written dirctive ma be made Lrovided that
the revision is dated and signd-by an au
i
prior to the
administration of the external beam dose,. or the next fractional dose.

(4)

The registrant shaiel

n arcopy of the written directive for 3 years

Procedures focAdministaons. The reisran shall develop.
imolernent and
mrailltain wrviittteno

(1)

reueto provide hi gh conie~~v

Prior to the administration of each course of radiation treatmnents, the patient's
Qr.human research subiect's identitv is verified by more than one method a
the individuaLnnahmen the written directive

j2).Eh Eadministration is in accordance with the written directive:
(3)

Exteral eam radiation therapyfinalDl nioftretment a einte
cal culaions are in accordance with the respective written directives by;
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a)Chekin

mn
and
, c
ned dose calculations to
verify they are correct anduaccordance with the written directiye and

(b)
..

b.

Verifying that any computeenerated caLublgionsares
ctlv
transferred nto the consoles
thorizedltherap-eutic mcdicL iunits:
.

con

.~ .

-u

.

(4)

Any unintended deviation from the written directive is identifd. evaluatcd
and apipIpiate ction is takemannd

(5)

The regi-strant retains acopy of th procedures for administations for the
duration of the registration.

Rports and Notifications of Misadministrations.
..
.II
i.
A registrant shall report any event resuling from intervention of a patient or human
research subject in which the administration of external beam radiation results or will
result in: unintended permanent functional amare to an organ or a physiological
system a ermin bv hyician.s:
,
.
ii

ellven. Ac
ap_
*
A drBA ;A
UthaUh
n ,yntiaUeu
o~rointervention by a itent or human research
sbject. a registrant shall report any event in which the administration of an external
beam adiation therapy dose results itn

Othte

(1)

A dose that differs from the prescribed doe by more than 0.05'Sievert (5 rem)
effective dose equivalent. 0.5 Sievert (50 rem) to an organ or tissue, or 0.5
Sievert (50 rem) shallow dose euivalent to thelnk and ihr
(;La) Tletal ddeivere•differs from thie prescribed dose by 20 percent
. ormore~or;
-. ,;S
...
(b)

{2)

The fractionated dose delivered differs from the prescribed dose for a
* single fraction. by 50 percent or mo
--

A-due
ex ds 0.05 Sievert (5 rem) effectivese equivalent. 0.5 Sievert
(50 rem) to anoran or tissue or O. Sievert (50 rem) shallow dos~equya ent
to-thesin from either of the following;
(a)

An administration of the wron2 treatment modality,

l

(3)

An-administratin to the wron
dual or human rese rch subject;
,!
-I,,
'. ' . . .
.'.
. .'" .
A dose to the skin or an organ or tissue other than the treatment site that
exceeds by 0.5 Sievert (50 rem) to an organ or tissue and 50 percent or more
* .he dse e
If
AcdxommAbge dministraion-defined in t-e written irective
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9rJuor!!0A.

he
v by telephone no later than the next calendar dav
Tstrant shall
afer the disc
fa misadministration.
iv

ThQjeistranL hall submit oivrittxn rep~r tohe Agegicv wi in 15 days aftDLe
discovery of a misadministration. The written report must include:

V.hrpimn

(1)

The rqgirant's nam ;

(2)

The name of the

t(3)

A brief description of the eveny

(4)

Why the eventAscurrcdm;

(5)

The ec

(6)

Actions, if any. that have been taken. or are planned. to prevent recurrence;

(7)

Certification that theraegitrant notified the individual (or the individual'
responsible re tive or guardi n) nd if not, why not

~

hrescribinagopsrciap

iany.ion theidividuals(s) who received the administration:

~naiihjdykt~jum

v. Teport may notm

any

other

ififormation

icnan
the individual's name or an-te nonto

that-cqk

h

Qutd

'

lead to the identification of the individual.
yij

*
-

The registrant shall-nroyi e notification of the event to the refering jhvsician and
also notify the individIl who is-the smbiect of themiisadministration no later than-24
hours after its discovery, unless the referrin-g-phsician versonally informs the
cgistmnA e
ftqt he or she will inform th
dividual. or that. based on medigal
-u - ent. tellinjt-A individual would be harmful: The registrant is not recked to
npo~ti f
individual without firsLconsulting the eferun .hvscian. If the erring
physician or the affected individual cannot be reached within 24 hours, the ret
shall notify the individual sniaossible
-as theraftef
lhe regi
re t
not delav
an paproprdate medicalcare for the individual.: including any necessary remedial
as a resuIt of the Isdministration. becuse of any
delay in notification. To meet th,
r quirements of this para p . the notification of the individual who is the subiect of
the

misamjistr

I inm

maybemad

insteadAto

ha

And

vduialVesppnsiblexektiygor

giirdian.- If avcprbal'notification is made, the registrant shall inform the individualor
vent can
appmropate reative
orguardian. thata written desc
be obtained from the re istrant-uon request. -Theli e~esha rovid sucha
wrte~idescdiption if requested,
vii.

Aside from the notification re uirement. nothingin this section affect any
r
dues ofregisrntand physicians in reation to each other. to-individuals affected by
or guardians.
the misadmini-stwation, or to that individual'responsible re tI
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viii.T

le..Outrant shal rtaia c da misadnministraon in accordance withX..A
rdedAQ
te ef
phvsician if other than
coYpONi
ecornU uired ha beprovi
u
after discovery of the misadministration.

Records of Misadministrations. A-registaint hall retain a record of misadministrations
reported in accordance with X.5.b for 3 years. Thea-cmrd must contain the followings
nameand teaes :ra.
Theleoistrant's
Th

i.
ii.

The social secuity numbeir or other identification number. if one has been assianed,
of the individual who is the subiect of the misadministration:

iii.

A brief description of the event; why it occurred:he effect, if anv. on the individual

iv.

The actions. if any.
,.

i*.-

...

.,

or lanned to prevent recurrence: and
.

.i.-,

.

;.-

Whether the egistrant notified the individual (or the individual's responsible relative
, orumuardian)an'd. if not, whesheruichfnilure to notify was basedon guidancfrom
the referring.phvsic am.

v.

Sec. X.6.
a.

of the individuals involved;

i-

-

Therapeutic Radiation Machines of Less Than 500 kV.

Leakage Radiation. When the Mx-ray tube is operated at its maximum rated tube current for
...the maximum kV, the leakage air: kerma rate shall, not exceed the value specified at the
distance specified for that classification of therapeutic radiation machine:.;
1i.
.

ii...

5-50 kV Systems. The leakage air kerma rate measured at any position 5 centimeters
-, from the tube housing assembly shall not exceed 1 mGy (100 mrad) in any one hour.
>50 and <500 kV Systerms: ,The leakage'air kerma rate measured at a distance of 1
, meter from the target in any direction shall not exceed I cGy (I rad) in any 1 hour.
This air kerma rate measurement may' be averaged over, areas ;no larger than 100
, square

centimeters.. In addition, the air kerma rate at a distance of 5 centimeters from

the surface of the tube housing assembly shall not exceed 30 cGy (30 rad) per hour.
iii. - For each therapeutic radiation machine, thexregistrant Ishall determine,, or obtain from
-the manufacturer, the leakage radiation existing at the positions specified in X.6a.i.
and X.6a.ii. for the specified operating conditions. Records on leakage radiation
measurements shall be maintained at the installation for inspection by the Agency.
b.

,,

Permanent Beam Limiting Devices. Permanent diaphragms or cones used for limiting the

useful beam 'shall provide at least the same degree of attenuation as required for the tube
housing assembly. ,

c.

-

,

Adiustable or Removable Beam Limiting Devices.
X16
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All adjustable or removable beam limiting devices, diaphragms, cones or blocks shall
not transmit more than 5 percent of the useful beam for the most penetrating beam
used;
ii.
d.

Filter System. The filter system shall be so designed that:
i.

e.

When adjustable beam limiting devices are used, the position and shape of the
radiation field shall be indicated by a light beam.

.Filters

can not be accidentally displaced at any possible tube orientation;

ii.

For equipment installed after [INSERT EFFECTIVE DATE OF THESE
REGUIATIONS], an interlock system prevents irradiation if the proper filter is not in
place;

iii.

The air. kerma rate escaping from the filter slot shall not exceed-.I ,cGy (1 rad) per hour
at 1 meter under any operating conditions; and

iv.

Each filter shall be marked as to its material of construction and its thickness.

Tube Immobilization.
i.

The Xsray tube shall be so mounted that it can not accidentally turn or slide with
respect to the housing aperture; and

ii.

The tube housing assembly shall be capable of being immobilized for stationary portal
treatments.

f.

Source Marking. The tube housing assembly shall be so marked that it is possible to
determine the location of the source to within 5 millimeters, and such marking shall be
readily accessible for use during calibration procedures.

g.

Beam Block. Contact therapy tube housing assemblies shall have a removable shield of
material, equivalent in attenuation to 0.5 millimeters of, lead at 100 kV, which can be
positioned over the entire useful beam exit port during periods when the beam is not in use.

h.

Timer. A suitable irradiation control device shall be provided to terminate the irradiation
after a pre-set time interval.
i.

A timer with a display shall be provided at the treatment control panel. The timer
shall have a pre-set time selector and an elapsed time or time remaining indicator;

ii.

The timer shall be a cumulative timer that activates with an indication of
"BEAM-ON" and retains its reading after irradiation is interrupted or terminated.
After irradiation is terminated and before irradiation can be reinitiated, it. shall be
necessary to reset the elapsed time indicator;
X17
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iii.

The timer'shill terminate irradiation when a pie-selected time has elapsed, if any dose
monitoring system present has not previously terminated irradiation;

iv.

The timer shall permit accurate pre-setting and determination of exposure times as
shortas I second;

v.

-

The timer shall not permit an exposure if set at zero;
¶

'vi.

.

vii.

;

.:.

.

.

-

Timer shall b6 accuirate to ivithii&
whichever is greater.

:

...... -

.5

ti"'
t of 'the' -eeted 'value or 1 second,

' Control IPanel Fudiitions. The control'paneI, 'in' additio~n'toi thie'displays required by other
provisions in X.6, shall have:
i.

'An
'

ii.

::;.

:

A means for indicating Xx-ray tube potential and duirrent;

I!The means'for terminating an exposure'af any time;

-IV.'

v.

'

:

A locking device which will prevent unauthorized use of the therapeutic radiation
''

.machine;aid
*

vi.

-

"'--

An indication of whether X4-rays'are being produced;

iii.

-*

:;.':..::.;'

indication ' f -ihether electri6al power is avalable 'at: the control panel and if
activation of the Xx-ray tube is possible;

i

j.

,

The timer shall not activate until the shutter is opened when irradiation is controlled
by Ia 'sh'utt6e'{mechanis'm"'iinlesg's calibratii'n' iIncludes a timer error corretion to
compensate for mechanical lag, and
I*

i.

.

.

.

- ':

*

,

5..

*

.

V %.A

For therapeutic radiation machiiies'ianufactiired after;[INSERT EFFECTIVE DATE
OF THESE REGULATIONS], a positive display of specific filter(s) in the beam.

Multiple Tubes. Wlhen a control pafinl 'may energize mnbre thanbon Xe-y'tube:
i.

It shall be possible to activate only one Xx-ray tube at any time;

ii.

There shall be an indication at 'the control panel idenfifyifig" which' Xx-ray tube is
activated; and

-iii
k.

' There"shall'b'e an indication at the tubehousing'asienrbly when that tube is energized.

Tarzet-to-Sldn Distance (TSD). There shall be a means of determining the central axis TSD
to within 1 - 6exitimeter and of reproducing this 'measurement to within 2 millimeters
thereafter. ' '
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Shutters. Unless it is possible to bring the XM-ray output to the prescribed exposure
parameters within 5 seconds after the XMray "ON" switch is energized, the beam shall be
attenuated by a shutter having a lead equivalency not less than that of the tube housing
assembly. In addition, after the unit is at operating parameters, the shutter shall be controlled
by the operator from the control panel. An indication of shutter position shall appear at the
control panel.
m.

Low Filtration X-ray Tubes. Each therapeutic radiation machine equipped with a beryllium
or other low-filtration window shall be clearly labeled as such upon the tube housing
assembly and shall be provided with a permanent warning device on the control panel that is
activated when no additional filtration is present, to indicate that the dose rate is very high.

n.

Facility Design Requirements for Therapeutic. Radiation Machines Capable of Operating in
the Range 50 kV to 500 kV. In addition to shielding adequate to meet requirements of X.9,
the treatment room shall meet the following design requirements:
i.

Aural Communication..

Provision shall be made for continuous two-way aural

communication between the patient and the operator at the control panel;

ii.

o.

Viewing Systems. Provision shall be made to permit continuous observation of the
patient during irradiation and the viewing system shall be so located that the operator
can observe the patient from the control panel. The therapeutic radiation machine
shall not be used for patient irradiation unless at least one viewing system is
operational..,

Additional Requirements. Treatment rooms that contain a therapeutic radiation machine
capable of operating above 150 kV shall meet the following additional requirements:
i.

. All protective barriers shall be fixed except for entrance doors or beam interceptors;

ii.

The control panel shall be located outside the treatment room or in a totally enclosed
booth, which has a ceiling, inside the room;

iii.

Interlocks shall be provided such that all entrance doors, including doors to any
interior booths, shall be closed before treatment can be initiated or continued. If the
radiation beam is interrupted by any door opening, it shall not be possible to restore
the machine to operation without closing the door and reinitiating irradiation by
manual action at the control panel; and

iv.

When any door referred to in X.6o.iii. is opened while the Xx-ray tube is activated,
the air kerma rate. at a distance of 1 meter from the source shall be reduced to less
than I mGy (100 mrad) per hour.
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Full Calibration Measurements. ''
.,.

-

. ,

T.i;-

.. .

Full calibration of a therapeutic radiation machine subject to X.6 shall be performed

by, or under the direct supervision of, a Radiation Therapy Physicist:
Before the first medical use following installation or reinstallation of the
therapeutic radiation machine;

(1)
.

.

I

I

.

,

..

,

.

a!

4,

.

,4.

.

;

.J

,-

At"
tinteivals not exceeding 1 year; arnd

' -' ' (2)'
,

I

,

I.,

,'

,

I#

b',

.,*

I!

,

*

'

!

i.

'(3) '-Bfore medical use unde'r thsToloWing'conditiofis`"

*

r (a)-' ':Whenever'quality'assurance check.:mcassurements indicate that the
a'fdiation output differs bmrhbie'than'5 percent from the value obtained
aftthe lasitfull calibration and the diffeeii6' cihnot b6-recbficiled; and

"(b)
!

*

any component -replace'enignajor-repair; or modification
,of components that co'uld significantly'affect'tthe characteristics of the
'Following

radiation beam.
'

i l

*'^(4)

' ;A.OW

'

i

.

.

- A4

.*

*1
I5

*'

.¢

*

-o

i!

NotWithstaifding the'requirements fX'6pI'.(3):
-

- ''':

.

;

*

;..

.

.-.

?,

,*

}

,--,
.4

(a)

,:Full calibfation of-tlferapeutic'ridiation'miachines with multi-energy
capabilities is required only for those modes 'and/or energies that are
not within their acceptable range; and'

(b)

-If the'repair replacement or miodification do'es'not affect 'all energies,
full calibration shall be performed on the affected energy that is in
most frequenthclinical useat the facility. 'TheM'renaininig energies may
be validated with'quality assurance check procedures against the

*r

X6pi.(3)(a):;
criteriain
. '

''* *

-

I

ii.
To satisfy the requirement of X.6p.i., full calibration shall include all measurements
' *''' recomnfended for 'animal*calibration by NCRP'Report 69, "Dosimetry of X-Ray and
for Radiation Therapy in the Energy'Ran'ge'O keV to 50 MeW"
' 'GammraRay-Beams
* (1981)
.
.
,.
;
.-

iii.

q.

2

-

~

.2

:.

:

!

'**

.,*

;

The registrant 'shall maintain arecord rof each:cailibration- forethe 'duration of the
registration. The record shall include:- the'date'of the calibration; the manufacturer's
name, model number,' and'serial riinber for both the'thae'aptutic radiation machine
' ' and the -X•-raytube,' the model numbers and serial numbers of the instruments used to
calibrate' the thei-apeutic' radiation machine, and 'the' signature of the Radiation
Therapy Physicist responsible for performing the calibration. ' ' '

Periodic Quality Assurance Checks.

X20
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i.

Periodic quality assurance checks shall be performed on therapeutic radiation
machines subject to X.6, which are capable of operation at greater than or equal to 50
kV.

ii.

To satisfy the requirement of X.6q.i., quality assurance checks shall meet the
following requirements:

iii.

(1)

The registrant shall perform quality assurance checks in accordance with
written procedures established by the Radiation Therapy Physicist.; and

(2)

The quality assurance check procedures shall specify the frequency at which
tests or measurements are., to. be performed. The quality assurance check
procedures. shall sp~ecify'th~at the quality assurance check. shall be performed
during the calibration specified in X.6p.i. The acceptable tolerance for each
parameter measured in. the quality assurance check, when, compared to the
value for that parameter determined in the calibration specified in X.6p.i.,
shall be stated.

The cause for a parameter exceeding a tolerance set by the Radiation Therapy
Physicist shall be investigated and corrected before the system is used for patient
irradiation;

-

...

-

iv.

Whenever a quality assurance check indicates a significant change in the operating
characteristics of a system, as specified in the Radiation Therapy Physicist's quality
assurance check procedures, the system shall be recalibrated as required in X.6p.i.;

v.

The registrant shall use the dosimetry system described in X.4c.ii. to make the quality
assurance check required in X.6q.ii.;

vi..

The registrant shall have the Radiation Therapy Physicist review and sign the results
of each radiation output quality assurance check within 1 month of the date that the
check was performed;

vii.

The registrant shall ensure that safety quality assurance checks of therapeutic
radiation machines subject to X.6 are performed at intervals not to exceed 1 month;

viii.

Notwithstanding the requirements of X.6q.vi and X.6q.vii., the registrant shall ensure
that no therapeutic radiation machine is used to administer radiation to humans unless
the, quality assurance checks required by X.6q.vi. and X.6q.vii. have been performed
within the 30 day period immediately prior to said administration;

ix.

To satisfy the requirement of X.6q.vii., safety quality assurance checks shall ensure
proper operation of:
(1)

Electrical interlocks at each external beam radiation therapy room entrance;

(2)

The "BEAM-ON" and termination switches;
X21
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(3)

Beam condition indicator lights on the access door(s), control console, and in
the radiation therapy room;

(4)

Viewing systems;

(5)

If applicable, electrically operated treatment room doors from inside and
outside'the'treatment room;
', ,

x.

r.

.

',lf

:!,

'

,

'

9,r

,

,

,

,

,

e,

..

The registrant shall maintain a record of each quality assurance check required by
-X.6q.iand'X.6q.vii. for 3 years.'; The 'record'shalil include:: the date of the quality
assurance check; the mnanufacturer's'name, 'mnodel'iiurn e'r, 'and serial number of the
therapeutic radiation machine; the6 anufacthrer's' name; -rfddel number and serial
number for 'the iistrument(s) used '6measurethe 'adihti6n output of the therapeutic
radiation machine'; and the 'signature of the individual:ho 'performed the periodic
* 'jualityassuran'ce'check.
- ': : ;. . .; ;
-,

Operating Procedures.
*i.' ''The 'therapeutic radiation machine shall n6t bV used for irradiation of patients unless
the requirements of X.6p. and X.6q. have been met;

';Therapeuticfadiation machines shall"not be left uiattended uriless secured pursuant to

.

X6iv.; -

iii.

..

-

When a patient must be held in position for radiation therapy, mechanical supporting

orrestrainingdevicesshallbe Wed;

''

..
*

-.:

iv.

The tube housing assembly shall not be held by an individual during operation unless
the assembly'is designed to 'require such holding and 'the ipeak. tube potential of the
' system does not 'ekceed 50 kV-.' In siuh cases, the holder&shall:wear'protective gloves
and apron of not less than 0.5 millimeters lead equivalen6y'at 100 kV;:

v.'

A copy of the current operating and emergency procedures shall be mIaintained at the
therapeutic radiation machine control console; and '

vi.

s.

;: i

L

-'

''

"No individual otherithan the patient' shall be in the' 'reatmnent room' during exposures
-from therapeuticradiation machines operating above' 150 kiV -At ener"ies less than or
equal to 150 kV, any individual, other than the patient,'in the treatment room shall be
protected by a barrier sufficient to meet the'requirenients of Part D.201 of these
regulations.

Possession of Survey Instrument(s). Each facility location authorized to use a therapeutic
radiation machine in accordance with X.6 shall possess appropriately calibrated portable
**-monitoring equipment. As a minimum',' such equipment' shall include a portable radiation
measurement survey instrument capable of measuring'dose rates over'the' range 10 jISv (1

X22
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mrem) per hour to 10 mSv (1000 mrem) per hour. The survey instrument(s) shall be operable
and calibrated in accordance with X.8.
Sec. X.7

-

Therapeutic Radiation Machines - Photon Therapy Systems (500 kV and Above) and

Electron Therapy Systems (500 keV and Above).
a.

Possession of Survey Instrument(s). Each facility location authorized to use a therapeutic
radiation machine in accordance with X.7 shall possess appropriately calibrated portable
monitoring equipment. As a minimum, such equipment shall include a portable radiation
measurement survey instrument capable of measuring dose rates over the range 10 pISv (1
mrem) per hour to 10 mSv (1000 mrem) per hour. The survey instrument(s) shall be operable
and calibrated in accordance with X.8.

b.

Leakage Radiation Outside the. Maximum Useful Beam in Photon and Electron Modes.

c.

i.

The absorbed dose due to leakage radiation (excluding neutrons) at any point outside
the maximum sized useful beam, butwithin a circular-plane of radius 2 meters which
is perpendicular to and centered on the central axis of the useful beam at the nominal
treatment distance (i.e. patient plane), shall not exceed a maximum of 0.2 percent and
an average of 0.1 percent of the absorbed dose on.the central axis of the beam at the
nominal treatment distance. Measurements shall be averaged over an area not
exceeding 100 square centimeters at a minimum of 16 points uniformly distributed in
the plane;

ii.

Except for the area defined in X.7b.i., the absorbed dose due to leakage radiation
(excluding neutrons) at 1 meter from the electron path between the electron source
and the target or electron window shall not exceed 0.5 percent of the absorbed dose
on the central axis of the beam at the nominal treatment distance. Measurements shall
be averaged over an area not exceeding 100 square centimeters;

iii.

For equipment manufactured after [INSERT EFFECTIVE. DATE OF THESE
REGULATIONS],, the neutron absorbed dose outside the useful beam shall be in
compliance with International Electrotechnical Commission (lEC) Document 601-2-1
(most current revision); and

iv.

For each therapeutic radiation machine,.the registrant shall determine, or obtain from
the manufacturer, the leakage radiation existing at the positions specified in X.7b.i.
through X.7b.iii. for the specified operating conditions. Records on leakage radiation
measurements shall be maintained at the installation for inspection by the Agency.

Leakage Radiation Through Beam Limiting Devices.
i.

Photon Radiation. All adjustable or interchangeable beam limiting devices shall
attenuate the useful beam such that at the nominal treatment distance, the maximum
absorbed dose anywhere in the area shielded by the beam limiting device(s) shall not
exceed 2 percent of the maximum absorbed dose on the central axis of the useful
beam measured in a 10 centimeters by 10 centimeters radiation field;
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Electron Radiation"'"'All adjustable 'or interchang6able electron applicators shall
attenuate the radiation, including but not limited to photon radiation generated by
electrons incident on the beam limiting device' and electron applicator-and other parts'
of the radiation head, such that the. absorbed dose in a plane perpendicular to the
central axis of the useful beam at the nominal treatment distance shall not exceed:
(1)
'

!' -' t
'(2)

iii'-

''

'A maximum of 2 'percent and average of 0.5 percent of the absorbed'dose on
the central axis' of the'ukeful Ibeair at the nominal'tfreatiiienrt'distance. This
llimit shall apply be~yond a line' 7 'centimiters 'outside the pei-ihery of the
~useful bearn;'and
' ;" ' '''"
''' il*
A maximumnof 10 percent of the absorbed dose on the central axis of the
"useful beam at-the nomirial treatiient distance. -This limit shall ap'plybeyond a
line 2 centimeters outside the periphery of the useful beam.

Measuremeint of Leakag& Radiation."

. .

(1) ' Thoton Radiation. Measueinents' 'of leakages radiation' through the beam
''3liitingdevicesshall be made with thJ6 beam li iiting devices closed and any
'residual'aprtudre blocked by 'at least 2 tenth
tVdlikldy eio.f 'suitable absorbing
'';
':
";matEiial.''In the cas'e&'of overlapppiing 'b'eamlimitiig'^'devic's, 'the leakage
radiation through each set'shall be measured 'indep endently at the 'depth of
maximum dose. Measurements' shall be made using a radiation detector of
''area
not exceeding 1o square centirmeters; i . - '- '

1'''

'; '-

'

*

.

'

d.

'

';

(

-:

.'

'(2)'

i

.

* *8f'4'

'

.

.' ,;.I''-.'11'1'e.
A, ''',

Electron 'Radiation. Measuremerits,'of leakageifadintion'thrbugh the electron
applicators shall' 1e'made with the' electron "b'eam.directed 'into' the air and
using a radidtion'detedtor of areeaip' to'but hot ',ieedingll 'square centimeter
suitably protected against radiation which has been'scattered from material
beyond the- 'radiation detector.
Measureineits Thall be made using 1

. - ';': 'centimeterof water equivalent'build upma'terial: '

'Filters/Wedges.'

'--

'

-'

41.!''

i; j'

Each wedge filter that is reniovable'from the system shall -be clearly marked with an
identification numnber.' For removable-wedge 'filters,' the no6minal 'wedge angle shall
appear on the wedge or wedge tray (ifperrmanexitly mounted to the-tray). If the wedge
- orwedge tray 'is'significantly 'damaged, the" wedge trahsniissioh factor shall be
redetermined;

ii.

If the absorbed dose rate information required by'X.7i. 'relates'e'xclusively to operation
with a'field flattening filter or beam scattering foil in place, such foil or filter shall be
removable'only by the'use of tools;,'"
' ';
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For equipment manufactured after [INSERT EFFECTIVE DATE OF THESE
REGULATIONS] which utilizes wedge filters, interchangeable field flattening filters,
or interchangeable beam scattering foils:
(1)

Irradiation shall not be possible. until a selection of a filter or a positive
selection to use "no filter" has been made at the treatment control panel, either
manually or automatically;

(2)

An interlock system shall be provided to prevent irradiation if the filter
selected is not in the correct position;

(3)

A display shall be provided at the treatment control panel showing the wedge
filter(s), interchangeable field flattening filter(s), and/or interchangeable beam
scattering foil(s) in use; and

(4)

An interlock shall be provided to prevent irradiation if any filter and/or beam
scattering foil selection operation carried out in the treatment room does not
agree with the filter and/or beam scattering foil selection operation carried out
at the.treatment control panel.

e.

Stray Radiation in the Useful Beam. For equipment manufactured after [INSERT
EFFECTIVE DATE OF THESE. REGULATIONS], the registrant shall determine during
acceptance testing, or obtain from the manufacturer, data sufficient to ensure that rx-ray
stray radiation in the useful electron beam, absorbed dose at the surface during Xx-ray
irradiation and stray neutron radiation in the useful Xx-ray beam are in compliance with
International Electrotechnical Commission (1EG) Document 601-2-1 (most current revision).

f.

Beam Monitors. All therapeutic radiation machines subject to X.7 shall be provided with
redundant beam monitoring systems. The sensors for these systems shall be fixed in the
useful beam during treatment to indicate the dose monitor unit rate.
i.

Equipment manufactured after [INSERT EFFECTIVE DATE OF THESE
REGULATIONS] shall be provided with at least 2 independently powered integrating
dose meters. Alternatively, common elements may be used if the production of
radiation is terminated upon failure of any common element.

ii.

Equipment manufactured on or before [INSERT EFFECTIVE DATE OF THESE
REGULATIONS] shall be provided with at least 1 radiation detector. This detector
shall be incorporated into a useful beam monitoring system;

iii.

The detector and the system into which that detector is incorporated shall meet the
following requirements:
(1)

Each detector shall be removable only with tools and, if movable, shall be
interlocked to prevent incorrect positioning;
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(2)

Each detector 'shall form'part of'a beam, monitoring system from whose
readings in dose rnonitdr' units the absorbed dose at a reference point can be
calculated;

(3)

Each beam monitoring system shall be capable of independently monitoring,
interrupting, and terminating irradiation; and

(4)

For equipment manufactured after [INSERT EFFECTIVE DATE OF THESE
REGULATIONS], the design of the'beam monitoring systems shall ensure
-

that the:

.

'Malfunctioning of:6n' syste'm'shall hot affect the correct functioning

(a)

'

:

'

of the other systemi'(s); and '

-Failure of either system shall terminate irradiation or prevent the

(b)

initiation of radiatio';.

''' ' -

I.

;I

I

s.
.
sWit.

'
.

.'

Beam Symmetry.

-

.

.

.

:

*

'

..

-

iii.
h.

.-

'

'
.' ::

.

>.!

'

;

'

'

,

l

i

...

'.

:

-

'

U

¶

.-

.

....................
.; :.

--

'

.

"

Bent-beam linear' accelerators subject to- X.7 -shall ;be provided -with auxiliary
device(s) to monitor beam symmetry

ii.
:

:..
.s

In the 'event 'of power failure, the `b:1ina nifonitdring information
required in X.7f.iii.(5)(c) displayed at the control panel at the time of
" ' failure shall be retrievable in at least one systern for a: 20 minute period
oftinme.'

-

a.

.

numbers; and

-

..

Utilize a design such that increasing dose is displayed by increasing

(c)
(d)

.4.;.................J,....t....
.. ;-

:-

'electrical or fiechanical's~cale multiplying

'

..I...

*

i. .

.

.'

-

'no
Have only one scale and
'- : (b)' ' - ~~factors;:;- "

i.'

--

(a) ' Maintain a reading until intentionally reset;

-~~~~~

g.

-

"'

'

Each beam monitoring sysfein shal'have "a legibk display at the treatment
control panel. For equipment naiihufactaidd after [INSERT EFFECTIVE
DATE OF THESE REGULATIONS], each display shall:

' (5)

- '

r

-

'

-.

The device(s) referenced in X.7g.i. shall be able to detect field asymmetry greater than
. .: -: .
; : i ' .
'
Opercent;'and '
The device(s) referenced in X.7g.i. shall be configured to terminate irradiation if the
'
'.':specifications in X.7g.iiL can not be maintained.

Selection and Display of Dose Monitor Units.
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i.

Irradiation shall not be possible until a new selection of a number of dose monitor
units has been made at the treatment control panel;

ii.

The pre-selected number of dose monitor units shall be displayed at the treatment
control panel until reset manually for the next irradiation;

iM.

After termination of irradiation, it shall be necessary to reset the dosimeter display
before subsequent treatment can be initiated; and

iv.

For equipment ,manufactured after [INSERT EFFECTIVE DATE OF THESE
REGULATIONS], after termination of irradiation; it shall be necessary for the
operator to reset the pre-selected dose monitor units before irradiation can be
initiated.

Air Kerma Rate/Absorbed Dose Rate.

For equipment manufactured after [INSERT

EFFECTIVE DATE OF THESE REGULATIONS], a, system shall be provided from whose
readings the air kerma rate or absorbed dose rate at a reference point can be calculated. [The
radiation detectors specified ir X.7f. may form part of this system.] In addition:.

j.

i.

The dose monitor unit rate shall be displayed at the treatment control panel;

ii.

If the equipment can deliver under any conditions an air kerma rate or absorbed dose
rate at the nominal treatment distance more than twice the maximum value specified
by the manufacturer,.a device shall be provided which terminates irradiation when the
air kerma rate or absorbed dose rate exceeds a value twice the specified maximum.
The dose rate at which the irradiation will be terminated shall be a record maintained
by the registrant;-

iii.

If the equipment can deliver under any fault condition(s) an air kerma rate or absorbed
dose rate at the nominal treatment distance more than ten (10) times the maximum
value specified by the manufacturer, a device shall be provided to prevent the air
kerma rate or absorbed dose rate anywhere in the radiation field from exceeding twice
the specified maximum value and to terminate irradiation if the excess absorbed dose
at the nominal treatment distance exceeds 4 Gy (400 rad); and

iv.

For each therapeutic radiation machine, the registrant shall determine, or obtain from
the manufacturer, the maximum value(s) specified in X.7i.ii. and X.7i.iii. for the
specified operating conditions. Records of these maximum value(s) shall be
maintained at the installation for inspection by the Agency.

Termination of Irradiation :by the Beam Monitoring System or Systems During Stationary
Beam Radiation Therapy.
i.

Each primary system shall terminate irradiation when the pre-selected number of dose
monitor units has been detected by the system;
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ii.

If the original design of the equipment included'a secondary dose monitoring system,
that system shall be c'apable of terminating irradiation when'not more than 15 percent
or 40 dose monitor units above the pre-selected number of dose monitor units set at
the'control panel has been detected by the secondary dose monitoring system; and

iii.

For equipment manufactured after [INSERT EFFECTIVE DATE OF THESE
REGULATIONS], an indicator on the control panel shall show which monitoring
system has terminated irradiation;.
''

'

k.

;Termination of Irradiation.' It shall'be possible' to terminate irradiation and equipment
movement or go from an interruption condition'to termination condition at any time from the
'operator's position at the treatment control panel.

1.

' Interruption of Irradiation. If a therapeutic radiation' machine has an interrupt mode, it shall
be possible to interrupt irradiation and equipment movemrntstat 'any ti'me from the treatment
%control panel.'. Following an interruption"it' shall b'e' possible'to 'restart irradiation by operator
action* with'out -any reselection of operating' conditions. &:;f'an change is' made of a
pre-selected&-valu& duri gran'interruption--'irradiation'-and'"equipment-movements shall be
automatically terminated.

m.

Timer. A suitable irradiation control device shall be provided to terminate the irradiation
' * afterapre-settimeinterval.
!-ii;
ii.

-:~8:;XJ<..

;'

A timer shall be provided which has a display!at the treatment control panel. The
timer shall have'a7pre-set time selector and an'elapsed time' indicator;
The timer shall be 'a cumulative timer that activates with :an indication of
"BEAM-ON" and retains its reading after irradiation is interrupted or terminated.
';Afier irradiation is terminated and before irradiation'can bereinitiated, it shall be
.
-;";
necessary to reset the elapsed time indicator;
-.

.iii.

n.

The timer shall terminate irradiation when a pre-selected time has elapsed, if the dose
;
monitoring systems have not-previously terminated irradiation.

Selection of Radiation Type. Equipment capable of both Xx-ray therapy and electron therapy
, :'"'
' -.'
shall meet the follo'ing additional requirements:
"

1i:

"

Irradiation shill not be possible"until a selection of radiation type (Xm-rays or
I
'[,
electrons) has been made at the treatment' control panel;;'
'

'!:,AiL

iii.

radiation type selected shal be displayed at'the treatment control panel before
and during irradiation;

.The

An interlock system shall be provided to ensure that the equipment can principally

emit only the radiation type that has been selected;
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iv.

An interlock system shall be provided to prevent irradiation with Xx-rays, except to
obtain an image, when electron applicators are fitted;

v.

An interlock system shall be provided to prevent irradiation with electrons when
accessories specific for Xx-ray therapy are fitted; and

vi.

An interlock system shall be provided to prevent irradiation if any selected operations
carried out in the treatment room do not agree with the selected operations carried out
at the treatment control panel.

Selection of EnergV. Equipment capable of generating radiation beams of different energies
shall meet the following requirements:
i.

Irradiation shall not be-possible until a selection of energy has been made at the
treatment control panel;

ii.

The nominal energy value selected shall be displayed at the treatment control panel
until reset manually.for the next irradiation., After termination of irradiation, it shall
be necessary to reset the nominal energy value selected before subsequent treatment
can be initiated;

iii.

Irradiation shall not be possible until the appropriate flattening filter or scattering foil
for the selected energy is in its proper location; and

iv.

For equipment manufactured after [INSERT EFFECTIVE DATE OF THESE
REGULATIONS], the selection of energy shall be in compliance with International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) Document 601-2-1 (most current revision).

Selection of Stationary Beam Radiation Therapy or Moving Beam Radiation Therapy.
Therapeutic radiation machines capable of both stationary beam radiation therapy and
moving beam radiation therapy shall meet the following requirements:
i.

Irradiation shall. not be possible until a selection of stationary beam radiation therapy
or moving beam radiation therapy has been made at the treatment control panel;

ii.

The mode of operation shall be displayed at the treatment control panel;

iii.

An interlock system shall be provided to ensure that the equipment can operate only
in the mode that has been selected;

iv.

An interlock system shall be provided to prevent irradiation if any selected parameter
in the treatment room does not agree with the selected parameter at the treatment
control panel;

v.

Moving beam radiation therapy shall be controlled to obtain the selected relationships
between incremental dose monitor units and incremental movement. For equipment
manufactured after [INSERT EFFECTIVE DATE OF THESE REGULATIONS]:
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(1)

An interlock system shall be provided to'teriiinate irradiation if the number of
dose monitor units delivered in any 10 degrees of rotation or 1 cm of linear
motion differs by more than 20 percent from the selected value;

(2)

Where angle terminates the irradiation in moving beam radiation therapy, the
'dose monitor'units'delivered shall differ by less than 5 perc'nit from the dose
monitor unit value selecfed;'''-

(3)

An interlock'shall be provided to prevent motion of more than 5 degrees or 1
'cm beyond the selected limits ddring moving beam radiation therapiy?n-

''

An interlock shall be provided to require'that a selection of direction be made
: -t tfhtreatment bonitrol pahel in all units Which are eapabl& of both clockwise
and counter-clockwise moving beam radiatioh therapy.',

(5)'

"Movihg beam radiation therapy shall be controlled with both primary position
3':sensors iffid s6coondaryb:psition'
"'sors'*to' obtain the; selected relationships
* -ibetweeri~iricrmental
Id6se iimonitoiriunits and' idrcrmerhtal m'6oement.

Where the beam monitor system terminates the irradiation in moving beam radiation
therapy, the termination of irfadiation shall be-as riqeiredby X.7j.;and'
, herapy

ter'

.t i ; .

..

.

y

d..

For equipment manufactured 'after' [INSERT EFFECTIVE DATE OF THESE
terminate irradiation if
REGULATIONS], 'an interlbck syst'm'shall b'e'provid'ed
movement:
-

vii.

.

q.

-

(4)

|

vi.

r,~

(1)

Occurs during stationary beam radiation therapy, or

(2)

start oi
oDoesnot'
stops during mvingTbeamradiation 'h'erapy unless such
stoppage is apre'plarind functiofi.

' FacilitV Design Reguir'emnents for -Therapeutic Radiation Machines' Operating above 500 kV.
In'ffadditini- to shielding adeq4uate' to meet tequirements of X.9,;the'following design
requirements are made:
Protective Barriers. All protective barriers shall be fixed, except for access doors to
the'treathent room or movable beami interceptors;

i.
:-

ii.
al

Control Panel. In addition to other requirements specified in Part X, the control panel
shall also: i
;
*.' . , .:
;;
(1)

-

'

Be located outside the treatment room;

' '

' :;

-;

7.

(2) a: Provide an indication of whether electrical power is available at the control
- panel and if activation of the radiation'is possible;
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(3)

Provide an indication of whether radiation is being produced; and

(4)

Include an access control (locking) device that will prevent unauthorized use
of the therapeutic radiation machine;

iii..

Viewing Systems. Windows, mirrors, closed-circuit television or an equivalent
viewing system shall be provided to permit continuous observation of the patient
following positioning and during irradiation and shall. be so located that the operator
may observe the patient from the treatment control panel. The therapeutic radiation
machine shall not be used for patient irradiation unless at least one viewing system is
operational;

iv.

Aural Communications. Provision shall be made for continuous two-way aural
communication between the patient and the .operator at the control panel. The
therapeutic radiation machine shall not be used. for irradiation of patients unless
continuous two-way aural communication is possible;

v.

Room Entrances. Treatment room entrances shall be provided with warning lights in
a readily observable position near the outside of all access doors, which will indicate
when the useful beam is -RON" and when it is "OFF":

vi.

Entrance Interlocks. Interlocks shall be. provided such that all access controls are
activated before treatment can be initiated or continued. If the radiation beam is
interrupted by any access control, it shall not be possible to restore the machine to
operation without resetting the access control and reinitiating irradiation by manual
action at the control panel;

vii.

Beam Interceptor Interlocks. If the shielding material in any protective barrier
requires the presence of a beam interceptor to ensure compliance with Parts D.301a.
and D.301b. of these regulations, interlocks shall be provided to prevent the
production of radiation, unless the beam interceptor is in place, whenever the useful
beam is directed at the designated barrier(s);

viii.

Emergency Cutoff Switches. At least I emergency power cutoff switch shall be
located in the radiation therapy room and. shall. terminate all equipment electrical
power including radiation and mechanical motion. This switch is in addition to the
termination switch required by X.7k. All emergency power cutoff switches shall
include a manual reset so that the therapeutic radiation machine cannot be restarted
from the unit's control console without resetting the emergency cutoff switch;

ix.

Safety.Interlocks. All safety interlocks shall be designed so that, any defect or
component failure in the safety interlock system prevents or terminates operation of
the therapeutic radiation machine; and

x.

Surveys for Residual Radiation. Surveys for residual activity shall be conducted on
all therapeutic radiation machines capable of generating photon and electron energies
above 10 MV prior to machining, removing, or working on therapeutic radiation
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machine components 'which may' have become activated due to photo-neutron
production.
r.

Radiation Therapy Physicist Support.
'The services of a' Radiation Therapy Physicist shall -be required -in facilities having
' therapeutic radiation machines'with'energies of 500 kV and above. "The Radiation
' Therapy Physicist shall be responsible for-.
.
*

Full calibration(s) 'required'by X.-7t:"dnd protection 'surveys required by X.4a.;

(1)

'

. Fl

Supervision and review of dosimetry;

(3):..

Beam' data';acquisition' a'id:'trahsfef 'fobi" '"oputerized

u~.

:

'.pj,,;,

.

,,

;..

,,',....'.E

,8;,¢j,

o

,t

i

C'

,

: .
,

.'.:

i

.*_',*

*".

'

'

:

,*j'_1'i'""

'i

"

9.,,-,

(5)

Consultation'with the autho'ried-user in"treatmentflanning; as needed; and

(6)'

Perfdim calculations/assessments regardihg mnisadministratioffs.'
Theiiy'

s.

-!

dosimetry, and

Quality assurance, including quality assurance 'check review required by
if

,.

A1:;:@.~:

supervision~ofits'use;

(4)

'ii.

by,:.

(2)

' ''w-'-~. i-

.

, .

ysci

''t

e'

.

..

"' Ifmthe1Ra'diatio Ther-apy'Phsicist'is 'not "afull6ime' n pl6ye&-f'the registrant, the
- operating procedures' required by- X.7s.'- shall also'-sipecifically-'address how the
Radiation Therapy Physicist is to be contacted :fotr problems br emergencies, as well
as the specific actions, if any, to be taken until the Radiation Therapy Physicist can be
'
contacted.'
;"
'
';
'
'

Ope'ratingProcbdures.
i.

:'-'

"

.

'

No individual, other than the patienf, shall be inlthe treatribent room'during treatment
or during any irradiation for testing or calibration purposes;
*;

!

.,

;

.

'

,'

'

'

f'

.

, -

,.,;'
I

,#.

ii. 'Therapeuticjradiztidn'machines
shall not'beThadedavailable for medical use unless the
''requirements of X.4a,'X.7t.-aid X.7u.'havebeen met; '; ;'
i"
*~~~~

.'

...

.;f,,'i..

'

-

,

,

-iii. 'Therapeutic radiation' machines,'"wh'ennot in'operation,' shall be secured to prevent
unauthorized-use;
.'i
.

*"''"

v.

'

' When adjustable beam limiting devices are used, the position --and shape' of the
radiation field shall be indicated by alight field> ' ''
be used;
and. during treatment, mechanical supporting or
If a restiain..
'patientdeie
'must be'.hlheld
'in position
'....

"

' :
restainingdeviceshallbeused;
and
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A copy of the current operating and emergency procedures shall be maintained at the
therapeutic radiation machine control console.

Acceptance Testing. Commissioning and Full Calibration Measurements.
i.

Acceptance testing, commissioning and full calibration of a therapeutic radiation

machine subject to X.7 shall be performed by, or under the direct supervision of, a
Radiation Therapy Physicist.
ii.

Acceptance testing, and commissioning shall be.. performed in accordance with
"AAPM Code of Practice for Radiotherapy Accelerators: Report-of AAPM Radiation
Therapy. Task Group 45" and shall be conducted before -the first medical use
following installation or reinstallation of the therapeutic radiation machine.

iii.

Full calibration shall include measurement of all parameters required by Table II of
"Comprehensive QA for Radiatipo Oncology: Report of AAPM Radiation Therapy
Committee Task Group 40" and shall be performed in accordance with "AAPM Code
of Practice for Radiotherapy Accelerators? Report of AAPM Radiation Therapy Task
Group 45". Although it shall not be necessary to complete all elements of a full
calibration at the same time, all, parameters (for. all, energies) shall be completed at
intervals not exceeding 12 calendar months, unless a more frequent interval is
required in Table II.

iv.

The Radiation Therapy Physicist shall perform all elements of a full calibration
necessary to determine that all parameters are within acceptable limits:

v.

(1)

Whenever quality assurance check measurements indicate that the radiation
output differs by more than 5 percent from the value obtained at the last full
calibration and the difference cannot be reconciled.. Therapeutic radiation
machines with multi-energy and/or multi-mode capabilities shall only require
measurements for those modes and/or energies that are not within their
acceptable range; and

(2)

Following any component replacement, major repair, or modification of
components that could significantly affect the characteristics of the radiation
beam. If the repair, replacement or modification does not affect all modes
and/or, energies, measurements shall be performed on the effected
mode/energy that is in most frequent clinical use at the facility. The remaining
energies/modes may be validated with quality assurance check procedures
against the criteria in X.7t.iv.(l).

The registrant shall maintain a record of each calibration in an auditable form for the
duration of the registration. The record shall include: the date of the calibration; the
manufacturer's name, model number and serial number for the therapeutic radiation
machine; the model numbers and serial numbers of the instruments used to calibrate
the therapeutic radiation machine; and the signature of the Radiation Therapy
Physicist responsible for performing the calibration.
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Periodic Ouality Assurance' Checks.'

u.

'

'

i.

Periodic quality assuranc6 'checks shall be' performed on all therapeutic radiation
machines subject to X.7 at intervals not to exceed those specified in "Comprehensive
QA for Radiation Oncology: Report of AAPM Radiation Therapy Committee Task
'Group 40";'

ii.

To satisfy the requirement of X.7u.i., quality assurance checks shall include
'determination of central axis radiation butput' and a represeritative sampling of
periodic quality'assurance checks~bontained in 'nC&mprchensive-QA for Radiation
of AAPM Raidiati6n Therap~y' Coinmittee. Task Group 40".
Oncology: Report0
Representative' sampling shall inclide'all iefereiced periodic'quality assurance checks
in an interval not to exceed 12 consecutive calendar months;

*

ill.

*

<

~~.'.

*

.

. ...........,.....*.,, ........ .......... .

.

.,,
.

'The registrant shill use a dosinetiiy system that has beenri'ifiter-dompared within the
previous -12 months with the dosifnietry-sste''described ii X.4c.i. to make the
peri'odic quality assurance checks' required inrX.7ii.ii.,'".

,..

.

.±

.

,

K;:...
. .: .|.,t

; ,.

: iv.

-The registrant shall perform peri6dic quality asbiurance 'chicks requiied by X.7u.i. in
'accordancewith piocedures established by the Radiationi Therapy Physicist;

v.

The registrant shall review the results of each periodic radiation output check
!:.ccordingto
theefollowing procedures:''- ' ''
:
(1)

The authorized user and Radiation Therapy Physicist shall be immediately
notified 4if 'aniy "paranieter 'is' nbt -within 'its' ac~ceptable tolerance. The
therapeutic'radiation rmachine shall not be' iade''available for subsequent
medical use ifntil thebRadiation'Therapy-PhysicistLhas determined that all
i
parameters 'are within their acceptable tolerances, '

(2)

If all quality assurance check parameters appear to bte' (ithin their acceptable
range, the quality assurance check shall be reviewed and'signed by either the
authorized user or Radiation Therapy Physicist'within 3 treat nent'days; and

(3)

'

The Radiation Therapy Physicist shall review and 'sigi the results of each
radiation output quality assurance check at intervals not to exceed I month.
-

'. .

.

,'"

8,

.-

-..-

;

-Therapeutic radiation mrachines';sibject 'to 'X.7 "shallZhave safety quality assurance
checks listed in "Comprehensive'QA for'Radiation-Oncology.- Report of AAPM
Radiation Therapy Committee Task Group 40" performed at intervals not to exceed 1
..
. is;a<',*^t
M*
.
'~~ ','week; ~~week;'

vi.'
-

.

,'

vii.

*

.

.'

To satisfy the requirement of X.7u.vi.,' safety quality assurance checks shall ensure
proper operation of:.-

(1)

'

Electrical interlocks at each external'bearn radiation therapy room entrance;
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(2)

Proper operation of the "BEAM-ON", interrupt and termination switches;

(3)

Beam condition indicator lights on the access doors, control console, and in
the radiation therapy room;

(4)

Viewing systems;

(5)

Electrically operated treatment room door(s) from inside and outside the
treatment room;

(6)

At least one emergency power cutoff switch. If more than one emergency
power cutoff switch is installed and not all switches are tested at once, each
switch shall be tested on a rotating basis. Safety quality assurance checks of
the emergency power cutoff switches may be conducted at the end of the
treatment day in order to minimize possible stability problems with the
therapeutic radiation machine.

viii.

The registrant shall promptly repair any system identified in X.7u.vii. that is not
operating properly, and

ix.

The registrant shall maintain a record of each quality assurance check required by
X.7u.i. and X.7u.vii. for 3 years. The record shall include: the date of the quality
assurance check; the manufacturer's name, model number, and serial number of the
therapeutic radiation machine; the manufacturer's name, model number and serial
number for the instrument(s) used to measure the radiation output of the therapeutic
radiation machine; and the signature of the individual who performed the periodic
quality assurance check.

Sec. X.8

-

Calibration of Survey Instruments.

a.

The registrant shall ensure that the survey instruments used to show compliance with Part X
have been calibrated before first use, at intervals not to exceed,12 months, and following
repair.

b.

To satisfy the requirements of X.8a., the registrant shall:

c.

i.

Calibrate all required scale readings up to 10 mSv (1000 mrem) per hour with an
appropriate radiation source that is traceable to the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST);

ii.

Calibrate at least two (2) points on each scale to be calibrated. These points should be
at approximately 1/3 and 2/3 of full-scale; and

To satisfy the requirements of X.8b., the registrant shall:
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d.

See. X.9 X.0

i.

Consider a point as calibrated if the indicated dose rate differs from the calculated
dose rate by not niore'than 10 percent; and

ii.

Consider a point as calibrated if the indicated dose rate differs from the calculated
dose rate by not more than 20 percent if a'correction factor or graph is conspicuously
attached to the instrument.

The.registrant shall retain 'a record of each'calibration required in X.8a. for 3 ~years. The
record shall include:
L.
ii.

A description of the calibration procedure; and
A description of-the source used'aMd the certified cose rates from the source, and the
rates indicated by the instrument being calibrat&d, the cbrrection factors deduced from
I6thecalibratioi data,the signature 6fthe'individual' hopetforMed the calibration, and
:.'the date of calibration.
'7*
'"
.

e.

.

J

The registrant may obtain the services of individuals licensed by the Agency, the US Nuclear
Regulatory C'ommissionr, an Agreement State,' br a Licefising State'to p&form calibrations of
survey instruments. Records of calibrations that contain ihformatioh required by X.8d. shall
be maintained by the registrant.
,

, .,
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*

Each therapeutic radiation machine subject to X.6-or X.7 shall be'provided with such primary
and/or secondary barriers as are necessary to ensure compliance with Parts D.201 and D.301
;' Softhese regulations. *

b.'

.t

'f

Sec. X.9 -Shieldingband Safetv Design Reguirernients...
- ;a.

".I

-I-

*

-

.

-

Facility design information for all new installations of a therapeutic radiation machine or
installations of a therapeutic radiation machine of higher energy.into a room not previously.
approved for that energy shall be submitted for Agency approval prior to actual installation of
the :therapeutic 'radiation machine.-: The minimum facility design information that must be
submitted is'containied in Appendix A to Part-X..
:
I -

.

.

.
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Appendix A

PART X

APPENDIX A

INFORMATION ON RADIATION SHIELDING REQUIRED FOR PLAIN REVIEWS

All Therapeutic Radiation Machines.

II.

A.

Basic facility information including: name, telephone number and Agency registration
number of the individual responsible for preparation of the shielding plan; name and
telephone number of the facility supervisor; and the street address [including room
number] of the therapeutic radiation machine facility. The plan should also indicate
whether this is a new structure or a modification to existing structure(s).

B.

All wall, floor, and ceiling areas struck by the useful beam shall have primary
barriers.

C.

Secondary barriers shall be provided in all wall, floor, and ceiling areas not having
primary barriers.

Therapeutic Radiation Machines up to 150 Kv (photons onlv).
In addition to the requirements listed in Section I above, therapeutic radiation machine
facilities which produce only photons with a maximum energy less than or equal to 150 kV
shall submit shielding plans which contain, as a minimum, the following additional
information:
A.

Equipment specifications, including the manufacturer and model number of the
therapeutic radiation machine, as well as the maximum technique factors;

B.

Maximum design workload foir the facility including total weekly radiation output,
[expressed in gray (rad) or air kerma at 1 meter], total beam-on time per day or week,
the average treatment time per patient, along with the anticipated number of patients
to be treated per day or week;

C.

A, facility blueprint/drawing indicating: scale [0.25 inch = I foot is typical]; direction
of North; normal location of the therapeutic radiation machine's radiation port(s); the
port's travel and traverse limits; general direction(s) of the useful beam; locations of
any windows and doors; and the location of the therapeutic radiation machine control
panel. If the control panel is located inside the therapeutic radiation machine
treatment room, the location of the operator's booth shall be noted on the plan and the
operator's station at the control panel shall be behind a protective barrier sufficient to
ensure compliance with Part D.201 of these regulations;
X37
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The structural ccimpbsition and thickness or lead/86'n-crete equivalent of all walls,
doors, partitions, floor,-and ceiling of the room(s) concerned;

E.v The type of occupancy of all adjacent areas inclusive' of space above and below the
room(s) concerned. If there is an exterior wall, show distance to the closest area(s)
where it is likely that individuals may be present; and
At least one example calculation which shows the methodology used to determine the
amount of shielding required for 'each physical condition [i.e.- primary and
secondary/leakage barriers, restricted and unreitricted 'areas, entry ddoo(s)] and
shielding material in'the facility::

F.

*

;-

.

*.

;

,I-*i
,*
.
.;, ; ,

;

'.1.: . ::If comifiercial software is used to Penerate 'hielding requirements, please also

identify the software used'and th'ever'sion/ revision date.. ;'
*

-

,

,

,;A,

-,

-

.

.

..

;

;

i

2. ~..If .the:software used'. to .generate shielding requirements is "not in the open
literature, please also submit quality'control samrple'calculations to verify the
' ..
. result obtained with the software; ..
.

.

m.

9

..

.

Therapeutic Radiation' Machines Over 150 kV.

'

In addition to the requirements listed in Section I above, therapeutic radiation machine
facilities that produce photons with a maximum energy in excess of 150 kV and/or electrons
shall submit shielding plans which contain, as a .minimum, the .following additional'
'
information:
A.

Equipment specifications including the-manufacturer:and -model number of the
therapeutic
t..
radiation machine, and gray (rad) at the isocenter' and the energy(s) and
type(s) of radiation produced [i.e.: photon, electron]. The target to isocenter distance
shall be specified;

B.

. Maximum design .workload for the' facility, including total weekly' iadiation output
[expressed in gray (rad) at I meter],' total beam-ohn time per day or 'week, the average
'treatment'time per.patient;'along .with'the anticipated number of patierits to be treated
per day or week;

'

r

C.

Facility blueprint/drawing [including' both floor'plan'and-elevaiion views] indicating
relative orientation' of the therapeutic'radiationr machine, scale [0.25'inch = 1 foot is
. ''typical], type(s), thicknessvand minimum density of shielding material(s), direction of
North, .the locations, and size 'of all penetrations through -each' shielding barrier
.[ceiling, walls and floor], as'well as details of the door(s) and maze;
;A
..
;.
; ; i-A.
'
.
-. :
,:
The structural composition and thickness or concrete equivalent of all walls, doors,
D.
partitions, floor, and ceiling of the room(s) concerned;
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E.

The type of occupancy of all adjacent areas inclusive of space above and below the
room(s) concerned. If there is an exterior wall, show distance to the closest area(s)
where it is likely that individuals may be present;

F.

Description of all assumptions that were in shielding calculations including, but not
limited to, design energy [i.e.: room may be designed for 6 MV unit although only a 4
MV unit is currently proposed], work-load, presence of integral beam-stop in unit,
occupancy and use(s) of adjacent areas, fraction of time that useful beam will
intercept each permanent barrier [walls, floor and ceiling] and "allowed" radiation
exposure in both restricted and unrestricted areas; and

G.

At least one example calculation which shows the methodology used to determine the
amount of shielding required for each physical condition [i.e.: primary and
secondary/leakage barriers, restricted and unrestricted areas, small angle scatter, entry
door(s) and maze] and shielding material in the facility:
(1)

If commercial software is used to generate shielding requirements, also
identify the software used and the version/ revision date; and

(2)

If the software used to generate shielding requirements is not in the open
literature, also submit quality control sample calculations to verify the result
obtained with the software.

Neutron Shielding
In addition to the requirements listed in Section HI above, therapeutic radiation machine
facilities that are capable of operating above 10 MV shall submit shielding plans which
contain, as a minimum, the following additional information:
A.

The structural composition, thickness, minimum density and location of all neutron
shielding material;

B.

Description of all assumptions that were used in neutron shielding calculations
including, but not limited to, neutron spectra as a function of energy, neutron fluence
rate, absorbed dose and dose equivalent (due to neutrons) in both restricted and
unrestricted areas;

C.

At least one example calculation which shows the methodology used to determine the
amount of neutron shielding required for each physical condition [i.e.: restricted and
unrestricted areas, entry door(s) and maze] and neutron shielding material utilized in
the facility:
(1)

If commercial software is used to generate shielding requirements, also
identify the software used and the version/ revision date; and
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If the software used to generate shielding requirements is not in the open
literature, 'also submit quality control sample calculations to verify the result
obtained with the software.;

(2)

IThe method(s) and instrumentation that will be used to verify the adequacy of all
neutron shielding installed in the facility.

D.
V.
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PART X
APPRUNDIW-B
OUALATY MANAGEMENTPROGRAM

a.

In addition to the dfinitios in ,.', the fllwng-dfi
mprenprgram:
i.

ions arc applicable to a quality

rAdinti+;n
v x r
~ thprnul
--------- "M'?
isadnis ration" means thle administration of -- epteiprn1 lpnnm
dese)

. Inv

Yingethe

wrong patint wron treatment--

Atm-dalm.
"luVurITz;s

or-wnong
treatment
rv¢
z-s-s

9te-lrT

(2)-When the treatentists of three (3) or feweractions a the calculated
tota*1adini1stered-4ese-fs- fiom the, total prcscribed dose by more than 1-0
perenhof kpt ese-ibed
(3)-

W ien the-ealeuiated weely administered dose difffs-Upresebed dose by mFe-mthan 30 pereent -er-

he weekly

(4)When the-caeuhlted-tet-aedminister-eddsedif.ers -fiom vhetal1-reseribeddese
by more than-320-pement-eIe total preseribed doseii.

"Pr-escRxe& ese-meav- tal dese

a

per en

written directive. The prescribed dose is an estimatieon from

as oenemnedintho
$easured

data from a

speceified therapeutiendiati
ehine using assumptionst
a-elinieally
aceeptable for-that treatment technique and historically-eonsistent with the clinical
ealulations pr-eviously used for patients treated with the same cliniael technique;

iii.

"Recordable event" means the administration of an external-beam-radiation therapy
dose when-the calculated weekly

difesby- -percent
- 15
1dministefesde-se
-e
r-mere

freom the weekly presecribed de~e;
"-"Written
directive' meanseana
rder-in writing for a specifiepatient, dated and signe/ed
by an authorized user prior to the administration of radiation, containing the following
infonnation: total dese, dose per-faction, treatment site an o
ltment period.
b

- Scope

and Appilicability-. Eachapplicant or registrant subeet t&X.6 eor X.7 shall establish
and maintain awritten qany managervie pr-atorevid
V hih-eei Asdetwnee;hAt-er
will be administered as directed by the authorized user. The quality management program
shall iniludeiteapnlieies and proeedures--cet the folloing specifieeetives:
i.

P
t.
therapy-dese-

1 beam radiation
X41
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(1)

NotwitWhst.n'ing
rarph i asubpa
a ritten're ision to an existing writen
directive may be made provided that the revision is dated and signed by an
authorized user prior to administration of the' cternal beam radiation therapy
A ^,;1fa Ati A rnados;A^
dose orthe ner emtnh bea radiatip1a thep

(2)

Notwithstanding subparagraph b,

if-, because of the patient's cndition,

delay in order to provide a written revision to an existing written directive
would jeopardize the patient's health, an oral revision to an existing written
directive shall be aceeptable, provided that the oral revision is doetmented
in the pati..t'. record and a &evisedwritten dir-ctihc is signed by
.. '. ediatcly
.
an authorized user-within 4 hours of the oral revision;

etwithragaph
b.i., if, because 'of the emergent nature of thc
patient's condition, a delay in order to provide'a written directive would
jeopardize the patient's'health,'an oral directive shall be aeceptable, provided

(3)

'

' ;-

e
ldirsective
;
isdocumented immediately
;that-thenfrmatienetitaed in theal
dantteh directive is prepared and signed by an
t''he patieint's record an

'

authorized user within 21 h'urs ofthe oral directive.Prior to the administration of each ecurfe bf rddiation treatmcn'ts, the patient's identity

ii.

s-the-individual named in the iwitten directive;

is verified, by more than one meth

iii.

External beam radiation therapy final plans .of treatment. and related 'calculations arc
in aecordance with the respective *rittendirectiVcs - - --

-i.

Eachl administration is in acco dance with the written direftive; 'and
Any Unintended deviation from the -mit
- - n -;.
qgepriate aete--

-'

*;

i

Development of -uality

~~~~~~~~~Manaeement Pr_ eam-

rei

fstfant shall implement the

1t

,

-i2'-

n is uance of a

em

i

bt the Agew-ey.
-

--.:..,,vi,
~~~~.
Each eristing registrant subjet. to X.6 or X.7 sal, within 30 days of [NSERT

;;.
2<

-

EFPECTIYE DATE OF THESE REGULATIONS], submiiit .to the Ageney a'written

.. eertification t

'

al

yagere

As a part of the quality management pro
*

-

;e

ach-a ppiiiea- -iegiztration. subject to' X.6 'or X.7 shal include a quality
management program that specifies staff, duties and reaoaibffitiesand equipment
and proeedures'as part of the application required by Part B ofthese regulations. The

i.

d.

. 4- -

Rective

i. .

p

;

aihe-regstfant shall:

Develop'prfeedures for, and--Cfl iduet a revi~e of, the quality mnanagement pregram
;-r -I - .
I5 A ~1
- A f
. -I - if
munciutig, smee te IdA rev-jIt!N.v an evaluation of a representative sample of patient
; A--
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administfatieons all recordableeventsand all misadministrations to vcrify
with all aspects o the qaitymanageien-pregram;

e.

ii.

Conduet these reviews at intervals not to exeeed 12 months;

Mi.

Evaluate eachi of these reviews. to dete~rnine the effectiveness of the quality
niagemef
regra
ffed,
make modifications to meet the requirements
of subsection b.; and

W.

Maintain r-ecrds ea
ch fevcevew, i eluding, the evaluaticns and findings of thc riewe
in an auditable fonn, for 3 years.

Tetegcstradashall evaluate and Fes"
event, to each rceordable ev,,ent by-.

i.

Assembli

,ereemfA-_hetl
-

ii.

, witin 30 days after discoef

-t

causc;
.

..

.1

identifying what, if any, corrective action is required to prevent recuwene; and

M. -Retain
iareee i
di
feyeafo-3-yea
corrective action, if any-was- taken.

F-

thc recordablc

Thf rCPaigtrmnt

lefth rlevan

ts and what

~4ff#~

1.

Enech written-direetivea-.and

ii.

A record of each administcred radiation dose, in an auditab
th_ date of administration.

nn, for-

The registrant may make modifications to tho quality management program to increase the
program's cfficicncy provided thec program's elleetiveness is not decreased-.
h.Tho registrant shall evaluate each misadministration and shall take the following actions in
response te a misadministration:

i.

Notify the Agency by telephone no later than the next calendar day after discovery of
the misadministration;.

ii.

Submit a written report to the Agency within 15 days after discovery of the
misadiinistratien.

The written repoft shall include: the registrant's name; the

prescribing physician's name; a brief description of the event; why the event occurred;
the etfect on the patient; what improvements arc needed to prevent recurrenee; actions
taken tA pfevent rn-feeue*ee;-whether- the registrant notified the patient or the patient's

responsible relative or guardian (this person will subsequently be refcrred to as 'the
patient"), nand if not, why not, and if the patient was notified, what information was
pvovided to the patient. The report shall not include the patient's name or other
infermatiei*4lhatcould lead to identification of the patient;
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Notify thc refcrring physician and also notify the patient of the misadministration no
later thnn 21 hours after its discovery, unless the refrring, physician personally
infoens the registrant cither that he/she will infornn the patient or that, based on
medical judgent, telling the patient'mv'uld be hanhful. The registrant is not required

to notify the patient without first ebnsulting with the referning phylcian. If the
* efeing
eian r patient cannot be leaehed- within 21 hours, the registrant shall
notify the patient as soon as possible. The registrant shall not- delay any appropriate
medical care for thepatint, including any necessary remedial care as a result of the
misaidniinistraticn, because of any delay in n'btification, '
..

-*

. -;-

i.

Retain a record of each misadministration for 5 years. The record shall contain the
(inludingthc prescribing physian, allied health
names of a individuals inl
per-sennel, the patient, and the patient's rnfering phfsieian); the patkicnt's socia
security number or identification number if one has been assigned, a brief description
of the cvent,w4^h it occurred, thc fec o h'paticnt,-- a'tM imPkelvements arc neededto prevent recuffence, and the actions taken to prevent recuffenee; and

v.

after- disove-y of the
notified,-.furish, within .15' d
---misadininistrationa wriften r6pori'to the jatieht b) s nding either a copy of the report
if the- p tie..n

that was submitted to the Agen6y, or a brief deciiption ef both the event and the
consequenees as they may effct the patient, provided a statement is included that the
'report sibrnittcd to tl;-Agenoy can b obtained from th& irtrnft;

j.

Aside froni the notification requirement, nothing in X;5h: affects'any rights or duties of
registrants and physicians in relation to 'each other, paticnts, or the patient's responsible
relatives' or guardians.'
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P-ART-X
A-PRE-END
ALTERNATIVXE
QUALITY¾-MNAGME
P-ROGRAM

1

a.ln addition to the definitions in X.2. the following denfi-i ons arc appicable to a quality
gee~nt~f~a
*.

"\*isadmistratien" mean t,
dose-

e administration et an external beam radiation therapy

involving thc wrong-patient, wreng trcatmcnt modality, or wrong treatment

(1)

2) -When the tfeatment consists pf threc (3) or fewer fractiois and the caleulated
total administered dose differs from the total presribed dose by more than 10
percent ofthe total prescribed dos vr
(3)

When the calculated weekly administered dose differs from the weelly
prescribed dose by more than 3 0 pereent; o~

(4)lVhen
thc calculated total adnminiqtprcd dAos diffcrs from thc tntAl nrcscriapd dons
\
"evmoe than 20 percent of the total prescribed dose;
I1-

b.

--

--

-

-

----

-

-----

---

--

--

ii.

"Recordable evenVLmeans the administration of an external beam radiation therapy
dose when the calculated weekly adm.inistered dose differs by 15 percent or morc
from the weeldy prescribed dose;

iii.

"Written ire
"eans
an order in writing for a speeitic patient, dated-and-signed
by an authorized user prior to the administration of radiation. containing the following
infornation: total dose, dose per fraction, treatment site and overall treatment period.

Eachl registrant shall establish and maintain a written program to provide assurance that
radiation is administered to humans as directed by the authorized user. The progam shall
include the following elements:
i.

Procedure for- preparing written directives for the administration of radiattionl,
however. a written directive is not required when an nuthorized user- per-sonally
adinisters a desage previded the-pertinent facts are documented as etherwe
requifedF

ii.

Procedufe for verifyring by morfe th~an onc method-thc identity of the indiNidual to bc
administered r-adiation
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iii.

Procedure for updating the therapy operating and emergency procedures manual;

IV.

^
Proedure
for v
ierf.ng that final plans of treatmcnt and related calculations for
bihytherapy, teletherapy, and gamma stereotactic radiosurges
y arc in accordanee
withl the ~_A>;F
resetiew tte1 irectivs:tr
Procedures assuring that administration of radiation is cared out as specified in the
written directive or the therapy operating
dnd ernergene' rodeedures manundi

vi.

Pproedures for identiring and- evaluatng unite

d

ons from the wmittt

apprepriate acinfrrcrable events and misadininistr-ations;
c.

.

1

.,,-

_ss

Eacf registrant shail evaluate and respond to misadministrations in accordane with G.14.

~,

d.

Each registrant shall evaluate and respond to recordable events within 30 days after discovery
by assembling -fi -relevant facts, identifying tho ca'use bf th'c ieedrdable event, and taking
Ippropfiate actio6n,'if any 'is required, to p
e'entrcurrence.

e.

Eaeh registrant shall condut an annual evraluation Aof the human administration pregram

-including ane'reommedations for ehangjs to be niade as well as any modifications made
since the last evaluation and, if rcquired, revise procedure§4to ass'ure that the radiation is
administered as directed by the authorized user. Modifications made to the program shall not
decrease the cffetivcncss'of the program.
' '.
*'.

f.

Each registrant shall n rtu in, in auditable form,.for 3 years:

,I.

.- ; .'

*-

i.
ii
iW.

_r

_

_

*

*

,-

.*

,

-

A~~~~~~~~.......
reecrd oet each administered ra.... diation dose where a written directive is required;
.;
.
. , ;'....!
..
*

__

]

s

1

-A record of each acnnual review of the pr'orm'including the ealuations and findings
A record of eceh recordablc &vent, the relevant facis, and any
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2004 Rationale
Part X
Therapeutic Radiation Machines
Introduction
Part X of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation (SSRCR) is concerned with the
requirements for use of linear accelerators, and superficial and orthovoltage X-ray units in the
administration of radiation therapy. Part X has been revised to be consistent with 10 CFR Part 35
and SSRCR Part G regarding the quality management program.
Specific Provisions
Sec. X.2 - Definitions. The definitions of "misadministration", "prescribed dose", and "written
directive" have been added. These definitions are essentially identical to 10 CFR Part 35 and SSRCR
Part G definitions specific to teletherapy.
"Misadminstration" The NRC deleted the term "misadministration" and included the definition
under "medical event". SR-G retailed the term "misadministration" because it is clearer and more
appropriate. The committee has also retained this terminology. This definition is equivalent to
35.3045 and G.1 19.a.
"Prescribed dose" Essentially identical to 35.2 and G.2. In addition for clarification purposes, SR-X
retailed the supplemental definition developed in the 1999 revision.
"Written directive" Essentially identical to 35.2 and G.2. and includes specific required information
as 35.40(a)(1) and G.22.
Sec. X.5 - Quality Management Program.

The committee added this section to incorporate the requirements for written directives, procedures
for administrations requiring written directives, and reports and notifications of medical events into a
single section.
Sec. X.5a. Essentially identical to 35.2040 and 35.41, and G. 22, G.23 and G.92.
Sec. X.5b. Essentially identical to 35.4045 and G.1 19.
Sec. X.5c. Essentially identical to G.93. There is no equivalent requirement in 10 CFR Part 35.
Appendix B - Quality Management Program.

This appendix has been deleted. It has been replaced by new definitions included in Sec. X.2 and
Sec. X.5.
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Appendix C - Alternate Qualitv Management Program.
This appendix has been deleted. It has been replaced by new definitions included in Sec. X.2 and
Sec. X.S.

Matters for Future Consideration
At this time the committee has no' outstanding charges from CRCPD. The committee has had
preliminary discussions via telephone regarding'ihtters of flitufe consideration, but no actions have
been ftken'regardiig trleideitified matters.' Itf is' pr'bbbeihat the"'comimteffie` will addiess isisues
associated with computer-controlled liniear accelekiitors, 6oniputer'rprograms used 'to plan andM6r"
control administrations with linear accelerators, and Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT).
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